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Towards Robust Pattern Recognition: A Review
Xu-Yao Zhang, Cheng-Lin Liu, Ching Y. Suen

Abstract—The accuracies for many pattern recognition tasks
have increased rapidly year-by-year, achieving or even outper-
forming human performance. From the perspective of accu-
racy, pattern recognition seems to be a nearly-solved problem.
However, once launched in real applications, the high-accuracy
pattern recognition systems may become unstable and unreliable,
due to the lack of robustness in open and changing environments.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive review of research to-
wards robust pattern recognition from the perspective of breaking
three basic and implicit assumptions: closed-world assumption,
independent and identically distributed assumption, and clean and
big data assumption, which form the foundation of most pattern
recognition models. Actually, our brain is robust at learning
concepts continually and incrementally, in complex, open and
changing environments, with different contexts, modalities and
tasks, by showing only a few examples, under weak or noisy
supervision. These are the major differences between human
intelligence and machine intelligence, which are closely related
to the above three assumptions. After witnessing the significant
progress in accuracy improvement nowadays, this review paper
will enable us to analyze the shortcomings and limitations of
current methods and identify future research directions for
robust pattern recognition.

Index Terms—Robust pattern recognition, closed world, inde-
pendent and identically distributed, clean and big data.

I. INTRODUCTION

In human intelligence, the ability of recognizing patterns is
the most fundamental cognitive skill in the brain and serves
as the building block for other high-level decision making,
which is historically shown to be crucial for our survival and
evolution in complex environments. On the other hand, for
the purpose of machine intelligence, pattern recognition is
also an essential goal for both machine learning and artificial
intelligence, where the solving of many high-level intelligent
problems relies heavily on the success of automatic and
accurate pattern recognition.

During the past decades (see the survey papers in
1968 [198], 1980 [76] and 2000 [125]), many exciting achieve-
ments in pattern recognition have been reported, and most
successful methods are statistical approaches [286], such as
parametric and nonparametric Bayes decision rules [78], sup-
port vector machines [48], boosting algorithms [73], and so
on. To guarantee high accuracy, these models are usually
built on some well-designed hand-crafted features. In tradi-
tional approaches, the choice of the feature representation
strongly influences the classification performance [125]. Since
2006 [110], the end-to-end approach of deep learning [157],
which simultaneously learns the feature and classifier directly
from the raw data, has become the new cutting-edge solution
for many pattern recognition tasks.
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The accuracies on many problems have been increased
significantly and rapidly from time to time. For example,
on the MNIST (10-class handwritten digit) dataset, with
convolutional neural networks [158], it is easy to achieve
more than 99% accuracy without traditional hand-crafted
features [169]. On the more challenging task of 1000-class
ImageNet large scale visual recognition, the accuracy was
improved year-by-year, for example, AlexNet [146] (2012,
84.7%), GoogLeNet [268] (2015, 93.33%), ResNet [107]
(2016, 96.43%), and so on. The newest accuracies [122] have
already surpassed human-level performance with large mar-
gins. Actually, this kind of accuracy improvement and record-
breaking phenomena happen all the time for different pattern
recognition tasks, such as face recognition [270], [264], speech
recognition [50], [242], handwriting recognition [92], [325],
and so on. It seems that: from the perspective of accuracy,
pattern recognition has become a well-solved problem.

However, accuracy is only one aspect of measuring perfor-
mance. When launching a high-accuracy pattern recognition
system into real applications, many unsatisfying and unex-
pected results may still happen, making the system unstable
in robustness, and the reason causing these problems is usually
a mixture of different factors. For example, Nguyen et al. [200]
reveal that the state-of-the-art deep neural networks (DNNs)
are easily fooled by assigning high confidence predictions for
unrecognizable images, indicating that: although the accuracy
of DNN is very high, it is not as robust as human vision
when dealing with outliers. Moreover, as shown by [88], a
small perturbation (particularly designed) on the input sample
will cause a large perturbation (incorrect prediction) on the
output of a pattern recognition system, leading to great adver-
sarial risk when using such system in real applications with
stringent safety requirement. Moreover, in traditional pattern
recognition, the class set is usually assumed to be closed.
However, in real world, the open set problem [246] with
dynamically changed class set is much more common. When
re-contextualized into open set problems, many once solved
tasks become significant challenging tasks again [245].

Another phenomenon causing significant performance drop
for pattern recognition is the distribution mismatch. It has
been shown that even a very small distribution shift can
lead to a great performance drop for high accuracy pattern
recognition systems [228]. Therefore, besides accuracy, the
adaptability and transferability [8] of a pattern recognition
system become very important in real-life applications. Most
pattern recognition systems only have single input and output,
however, an effective strategy for improving robustness is
to increase the diversity on both the input and the output
of a system. Therefore, the multi-modal learning [9] and
multi-task learning [32] are also important issues for robust
pattern recognition. In real world, the patterns seldom occur
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Raw Data Classification
Statistical Pattern Recognition:
• Dimension Reduction: PCA, LDA, ICA, ISOMAP, LLE …
• Feature Selection: Wrappers, Filters, Embedded … 
• Bayes Decision Theory: Gaussian, Parzen, KNN, Mixture …
• Neural Network: MLP, RBF,  Polynomial … 
• Decision Tree: ID3, C4.5, CART, Random Forests …
• Kernel Method: Support Vector Machine …
• Ensemble Method: Bagging, Boosting …
• Clustering:  K-means, Hierarchical, Spectral …
• …

Feature Space

Domain-Specific Feature Representation:
• Preprocessing 
• Feature Extraction
• Reducing Within-class Variance
• Enlarging Between-class Variance

End-to-end Deep Learning:
• Auto-encoder
• Restricted Boltzmann Machine
• Convolutional Neural Network
• Recurrent Neural Network
• ...

Figure 1. A brief overview of pattern recognition methods.

in isolation, but instead, usually appear with rich contextual
information. Learning from the dependencies between patterns
to improve the robustness of decision making is an important
problem in pattern recognition [102].

Most pattern recognition systems are actually data-hungry,
and their high accuracies rely highly on both the quantity and
quality of the training data. Any disturbances on the number
or the labeling condition of the data will usually lead to great
changes on the final performance. However, in real applica-
tions, it is usually difficult to collect large databases and pro-
duce accurate manual labeling. Therefore, the few-shot [152]
or even zero-shot [154] learning abilities of pattern recognition
systems are of great value for real applications. On the other
hand, in order to reduce the dependence on data quality, the
pattern recognition system should be robust and learnable with
noisy data [72]. Moreover, besides supervised training, other
strategies like unsupervised [13], self-supervised [58], and
semi-supervised [190] learning are also valuable for pattern
recognition systems to learn from abundant unlabeled data and
easily-obtained surrogate supervisory signals.

Based on the above observations, the problem of pattern
recognition is far from being solved when considering different
requirements in real applications. Besides accuracy, more
attention should be paid on improving the robustness of pattern
recognition. There are many previous works on robust pattern
recognition (see Section III), however, most of them are driven
from a single view point of robustness. Currently, there is
no clear definition on robust pattern recognition. In order
to give a comprehensive understanding of robustness, and
more importantly, reduce the gap between pattern recognition
research and the requirements of real applications, in this paper
we study and review different perspectives that are crucial for
robust pattern recognition.

Actually, most pattern recognition models are derived from
three implicit assumptions: closed-world assumption, indepen-
dent and identically distributed assumption, and clean and
big data assumption. These assumptions are reasonable in

a controlled laboratory environment and will simplify the
complexity of the problem, therefore, they are fundamental
for most pattern recognition models. However, in real-world,
these assumptions are usually not satisfied, and in most cases,
the performance of models built under these assumptions will
deteriorate significantly. Therefore, to build robust systems for
real environments, we should try to break these assumptions
and develop new models and algorithms by reconsidering the
essentials of pattern recognition.

In the rest of this paper, we first give a brief overview
of pattern recognition methods in Section 2. After that, we
define robustness for pattern recognition in Section 3. Then,
we present detailed overviews on different attempts trying to
break the three basic assumptions in Sections 4, 5 and 6,
respectively. Lastly, we draw concluding remarks in Section 7.
For readers who want to acquire some background knowledge
before reading this paper, please refer to the appendix.

II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PATTERN RECOGNITION
METHODS

As shown in Fig. 1, pattern recognition methods can be
divided into two main categories: two-stage and end-to-end.
Most traditional methods are two-stage, i.e., with cascaded
handcrafted feature representation and pattern classification.
The feature representation is to transform the raw data to a fea-
ture space with the property of within-class compactness and
between-class separability. Preprocessing (like removing noise
and normalizing data) is firstly applied to reduce within-class
variance, while feature extraction further enlarges between-
class variance, and this procedure is usually domain-specific.
Actually, for solving new pattern recognition problems, the
first thing is the design of feature representation, and a good
feature will significantly reduce the burden on subsequent clas-
sifier learning. This kind of efforts can be found in different
applications like iris recognition [265], gait recognition [296],
action recognition [295], and so on.
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After feature representation, the second stage is pattern clas-
sification, which is a much more general problem. Actually,
classification is the main focus of many textbooks including
Fukunaga [78], Duda et al. [63], Bishop [20], and so on. This
stage is also known as statistical pattern recognition [125],
where many different issues are considered from different
perspectives. Firstly, dimensionality reduction [312] is widely
adopted to derive a lower dimensional representation to facili-
tate subsequent classification task. Another approach of feature
selection [97] can be viewed as a discrete dimensionality
reduction. After that, many classical classification models can
be applied. The most fundamental one is the Bayes decision
theory [78] which integrates class-conditional density estima-
tion with prior probability for maximum posterior probability
classification. Artificial neural network is also widely used for
pattern classification [18], including MLP (multilayer percep-
tron), RBF (radial basis function), polynomial networks, and
so on. Decision tree based methods use a tree structure to rep-
resent the classification rule [23]. Kernel methods [153], [195]
have been widely applied to extend linear models to nonlinear
ones by performing linear operations on higher or even infinite
dimensional space transformed implicitly by a kernel mapping
function, and the most representative method is SVM (support
vector machine) [48]. Ensemble methods [147] can further im-
prove the performance by combining predictions from multiple
complementary models. Clustering [124] is widely used as an
unsupervised strategy for pattern recognition.

In two-stage methods, we usually have multiple choices for
both feature representation and classifier learning. It is hard to
predict which combination will lead to the best performance,
and in practice, different pattern recognition problems usually
have different optimal configurations according to domain-
specific experiences. Contrarily, deep learning [157] methods
are end-to-end by learning the feature representation and
classification jointly from the raw data. In this way, the learned
features and classifiers are more cooperative toward the given
task in a data-driven manner, which is more flexible and
discriminative than two-stage methods.

Formerly, deep neural networks are usually layer-wise pre-
trained by unsupervised models like auto-encoder [291] and
restricted Boltzmann machine [110]. Nowadays, deeper and
deeper neural networks can be trained end-to-end due to
many improved strategies such as better initialization [84],
activation [179], optimization [138], normalization [123], ar-
chitecture [107], and so on. Due to shared-weights architec-
ture and local connectivity characteristic, the convolutional
neural network [158] has been successfully used in many
visual recognition tasks like image classification [146], detec-
tion [231], segmentation [174], and so on. Moreover, due to the
ability of dealing with arbitrary-length sequences, the recurrent
neural network has been widely used for sequence-based
pattern recognition like speech recognition [91], scene text
recognition [252], and so on. Furthermore, the attention mech-
anism [42] can further improve deep learning performance by
focusing on the most relevant information. Nowadays, deep
learning has become the cutting-edge solution for numerous
pattern recognition tasks.

Besides the broad class of statistical pattern recognition

Table I
REPRESENTATIVE STUDIES WITH “ROBUST RECOGNITION”, “ROBUST

CLASSIFICATION”, OR “ROBUSTNESS” IN THEIR TITLES.

Year Ref. Definition of Robustness Type

1992 [99] Heterogeneous sources II

1996 [136] Small-sample effects, distortion of samples III

1996 [181] Environmental differences II

1999 [41] Train/test condition mismatch II

2001 [218] Imprecise and changing environments II

2003 [187] New class discovery, outlier rejection I

2007 [249] Clutter, learn from a few examples III

2011 [108] Noise corruption and occlusion, outliers III

2011 [65] Small number of training data III

2014 [166] Distribution difference II

2017 [31] Adversarial attack I

2017 [67] Adversarial, random noise I

2018 [308] Outlier, feature noise, label noise III

approaches, structural pattern recognition has been developed
for exploiting and understanding the rich structural informa-
tion in patterns [27]. Unlike statistical feature representation,
the structure of patterns is of variable dimensionality, and
can be viewed as in non-Euclidean space. String matching
and graph matching are basic problems in structural pattern
recognition. To improve the learning ability of structural
pattern recognition problems, kernel methods (with graph
kernel [26]), probabilistic graphical models [143], and graph
neural networks [335] have been used. Overall, the research
and application of structural pattern recognition is less popular
than that of statistical methods.

III. ROBUSTNESS IN PATTERN RECOGNITION

To build a pattern recognition system, there should be
some training samples Dtrain = {xi, yi}ni=1 and test samples
Dtest = {x̂i, ŷi}n̂i=1 where x is the observed pattern and y
is the corresponding label (the hat on the symbol is used
to differentiate training and test samples). The purpose of
pattern recognition is to learn the joint distribution p(x, y) or
conditional distribution p(y|x) from the training set Dtrain and
then evaluate the learned model on a different test set Dtest.
During this process, there are usually some basic assumptions.

Assumption I: Closed-world assumption. The output space
is assumed to be composed of a fixed number (e.g., k) of
classes which are pre-defined as a prior Ω = {1, 2, . . . , k},
and all samples are assumed to come from these classes
yi ∈ Ω, ŷi ∈ Ω, ∀i. Under this assumption, we can clearly
and easily define the decision boundaries since the whole
space is partitioned into k regions. However, in real world
applications, this assumption does not always hold, and there
is an open space O much larger than Ω. The samples in O
can be outliers not belonging to any classes, unknown samples
from some new classes not shown in the training set, or even
adversarial samples from the confusing area. In these cases, the
pattern recognition system will produce over-confident wrong
predictions, because in its opinion there are only k options
and the winning class is highly reliable.
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Clean and big data
assumption

IID
assumption

Closed-world
assumption

Noisy and small data robustness

Non-iid robustness

Open-world robustness

Type I

Type II

Type III

Known known: empirical risk
Known unknown: outlier risk
Unknown known: adversarial risk
Unknown unknown: open class risk

Learning with interdependent data
Domain adaptation and transfer learning
Multi-task learning
Multi-modal learning

Supervised learning with noisy data
Unsupervised (self-supervised) learning
Semi-supervised learning
Few-shot and zero-shot learning

Figure 2. Basic assumptions and robustness issues in pattern recognition.

Assumption II: IID assumption. The samples are as-
sumed to be independent considering the joint distribution
of observations and labels p(x1, y1,x2, y2, . . . ,xn, yn) =
p(x1, y1)p(x2, y2) . . . p(xn, yn) or the marginal distribution of
the observations p(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) = p(x1)p(x2) . . . p(xn),
while the training and test data are assumed to be iden-
tically distributed p(x) ≈ p(x̂) and p(x, y) ≈ p(x̂, ŷ).
Under the independent assumption, we can then define the
empirical loss as the summation of individual losses, e.g.,
− log p(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) =

∑n
i=1− log p(xi). Under the iden-

tical distribution assumption, we can therefore hope that
minimizing the training error on Dtrain will yield good gen-
eralization performance on Dtest. However, in real world, the
IID assumption is often violated: the data collected from
multiple sources or conditions can not be simply viewed as
independent, and moreover, a small mismatch between the
training and test environments will cause significant perfor-
mance degradation.

Assumption III: Clean and big data assumption. The train-
ing data are assumed to be well labeled, and the volume of
data is assumed to be large enough for covering different
variations. Under this assumption, the only requirement is
the capacity of the model, and supervised learning can be
used to achieve good generalization performance. However,
in real world applications, it is hard to collect a large number
of training samples and also impossible to label all of them
perfectly. How to effectively build pattern recognition systems
from noisy data under small sample size (labeled or unlabeled)
is a fundamental difference between machine intelligence and
human intelligence.

As long as these assumptions remain stable, we can count
on a reliable system to do its job time after time. However,
when the assumptions no longer hold and the conditions
start drifting, we want the system to keep its performance
and be insensitive to these variations, this is called the ro-
bustness for a pattern recognition system. Actually, in the
literature, there are already a lot of research on robust pattern
recognition giving different definitions for robustness from
diverse perspectives. We show some representative definitions
in Table I, and actually they can also be partitioned into
three types corresponding to the above three assumptions.
Usually, the lack of robustness in these studies is caused by

the dissatisfaction of the assumptions. On the other hand, there
are many other research works in the literature focusing on
breaking the above assumptions but not using the terminology
of robust pattern recognition, which are also of great values to
this field. Therefore, to better understand the current state and
identify directions for future research, this paper surveys recent
advances in robust pattern recognition and presents them in a
common taxonomy according to the three assumptions.

The main contents are organized as shown in Fig. 2. Under
each assumption, taxonomic sub-classification is presented
to partition the content into four sub-topics, resulting in
totally twelve issues. A brief and comprehensive overview
is presented for each of them accompanied by a discussion
on current and future research directions. For some of the
topics there already exist good review papers, however, we
differ from them by focusing more on recent advances and the
relations to robust pattern recognition. Although these topics
are interrelated, the review and discussion on each of them
are made to be as self-contained as possible. Readers can
choose to start at anywhere according to their own interests.
However, it should always be remembered that the purpose is
to break the three basic assumptions and realize robust pattern
recognition.

IV. BREAKING CLOSED-WORLD ASSUMPTION

Most pattern recognition methods are based on the closed-
world assumption: although we only have finite observations
of samples and categories, we still try to find a full partition
of the whole space, this of course is unwise and improper. For
example, the support vector machine [48] seeks a hyperplane
to partition the whole space into two half spaces under the
principle of maximum margin. In deep neural networks [157],
the softmax layer partitions the whole space into a fixed
number of classes and the summation of class probabilities
is assumed to be one. These closed-world models will make
overconfident errors on outliers and new category samples.
Actually, there are massive unknown regions in pattern clas-
sification due to the finite set of training samples. To avoid
making ridiculous mistakes, we must find methods to deal
with these open and unseen spaces. In this paper, motivated
by the “known and unknown” statement in [55], we summarize
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Empirical Risk

known unknown

unknown known unknown unknown

Outlier Risk

Adversarial Risk Open Class Risk

(a) (b)
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Figure 3. An illustration on breaking closed-world assumption. The whole open space is partitioned into four parts: known known, known unknown, unknown
known, and unknown unknown.

the approaches on breaking closed-world assumption into the
following perspectives.

A. Known Known: Empirical Risk

As shown in Fig. 3a, in closed-world recognition, we usually
assume that we can observe some samples from some pre-
defined categories, and we denote this case as “known known”
(things we know that we know). A straightforward strategy in
this case is to minimize the empirical risk, which is estimated
as the misclassification rate on observed samples. However,
since the number of samples is finite, minimizing empirical
risk can not guarantee good generalization performance due
to over-fitting. For example, it is common for the nearest
neighbor decision rule [78] to achieve perfect accuracy on
training data but unsatisfactory performance on test data, and
k-nearest neighbor is used to improve generalization with
k searched by cross-validation. In decision trees [23], over-
fitting occurs when the tree is designed to perfectly fit all
training samples, and pruning methods are applied to trim
off unnecessary branches. Multilayer perceptron is able to
approximate any decision boundary to arbitrary accuracy [18],
and different tricks (like early stopping, weight decay) are used
to avoid over-fitting.

The theoretical research of VC-dimension [286] suggests
minimizing the structural risk instead of empirical risk, by
balancing the complexity of model against its success at
fitting training data. Under this principle, the support vector
machine [48] seeks a hyperplane that has the largest distance
to the nearest training data point of any class, resulting in
the large-margin regularization. From then on, many other
regularization strategies have also been proposed, like spar-
sity [324], low-rank [60], manifold [330], and so on. These
regularization operations are usually combined with the em-
pirical loss to build a better objective function. Other strategies
(not integrated into the objective function) can also be viewed
as implicit regularization, such as training with noise [19],

regularized parameter estimation [74], dropout [258], and so
on. As a conclusion, a common strategy for “known known” is
empirical risk minimization with a well-defined regularization
to improve generalization performance.

B. Known Unknown: Outlier Risk

As shown in Fig. 3b, besides known known, there is also
“known unknown” in the open space (we know there are some
things we do not know). In open-world recognition, the things
we do not know are often denoted as outliers. The simplest
way to deal with outlier is extending the k-class problem to
k + 1 classes by adding a new class representing outliers.
However, the drawback of this approach is that we need to
collect outlier samples, and the distribution of outlier class
is usually too complex to model. A more general case is
that we do not have outlier samples, and the problem now
becomes outlier detection [112], anomaly detection [34], or
novelty detection [216].

1) Pattern rejection: The first solution we should consider
is to integrate some rejection strategies into the traditional
pattern classifiers, and many such attempts can be found in
the literature. For Bayes decision theory, Chow [43] showed
that the optimal rule (for rejecting ambiguous patterns) is to
reject the pattern if the maximum of the a posteriori prob-
abilities maxi p(i|x) is less than some threshold. Dubuisson
and Masson [62] proposed a modified rejection for the case∑
i pip(x|i) being smaller than some threshold, which is

suitable for rejecting outliers (not belonging to pre-defined
classes). For many other classical models, the rejection option
needs to be specifically designed according to the struc-
ture of classifier, like support vector machine [90], nearest
neighbor [128], sparse representation [320], multilayer percep-
tron [134], and so on. Ensemble learning of multiple classifiers
can also be used for rejection [165]. It was shown that different
classifier structures and learning algorithms affect the rejection
performance significantly [170].
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2) Softmax and extensions: In many pattern recognition
systems like deep neural networks, the softmax function is
widely used for classification:

p(i|x) =
ezi(x)∑k
j=1 e

zj(x)
∈ [0, 1], y = arg

k
max
i=1

p(i|x), (1)

where zi(x) is the discriminant function for class i and
y is the predicted class for x. Let p1 = p(y|x) and
p2 = maxi 6=y p(i|x) be the top-1 and top-2 probabilities.
To reject outliers, a straightforward strategy [170] is to set
some thresholds on p1 (confidence on predicted class) or
4 = p1 − p2 (ambiguity between the top two classes), and
the sample should be rejected if either p1 or 4 is below some
threshold. Actually, this kind of operation rejects uncertain
predictions rather than unknown classes. Due to the closed-
world property

∑k
i=1 p(i|x) = 1, it can be easily fooled with

outliers: a sample from a novel class (not predefined k classes)
may still have large values for both p1 and 4. This means
although the prediction is wrong, the classifier is still very
confident (known as overconfident error [165]), making the
system hard to apply a threshold for rejection. A simple and
straightforward modification is using the sigmoid function

p(i|x) =
1

1 + e−zi(x)
∈ [0, 1] (2)

to break the sum-to-one assumption and adopting the one-vs-
all training [168], [254] to improve outlier rejection. In this
case, for each class, the training samples from other classes
are viewed as outliers, and a sample can be efficiently rejected
if [254] ∀i : p(i|x) < threshold, since it does not belong to any
known classes. Transforming sigmoid (binary) probabilities to
multi-class probabilities satisfying

∑k
i=1 p(i|x) ≤ 1 by the

Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [167] can make outlier
probability measurable as 1−

∑k
i=1 p(i|x).

To extend softmax for open set recognition, the open-
max [12] fits a Weibull distribution on the distances between
samples and class-means to give a parametric estimation of
the probability for an input being an outlier with respect to
each class. Another extension called generative openmax [80]
employs generative adversarial network for novel category
data synthesis to explicitly model the outlier class.

3) One-class classification: In the literature, another solu-
tion for outlier detection is the one-class classification [273],
where all training samples are assumed to come from only
one class. The support vector data description [274] uses a
hyper-sphere with minimum volume to encompass as many
training points as possible. The one-class SVM [248] treats
the origin in feature space as the representation for open space
and maximizes the margin of training samples with respect
to it using a kernel-based method. To use one-class models
in multi-class recognition tasks, each class can be modeled
with an individual one-class classifier, and then the outputs
for different classes can be combined and normalized to grow
a multi-class classifier with the reject option [275].

4) Open space risk: Recently, more and more attentions on
this old and important issue are actually awakened due to the

work of [246], which defined the open space risk as:

RO(f) =

∫
O f(x)dx∫
So
f(x)dx

, (3)

where f is a measurable recognition function: f(x) > 0 for
recognition of the class of interest and f(x) = 0 when it
is not recognized. The O is the “open space” and So is a
ball that includes all of the known training samples as well
as the open space O. The RO(f) is considered to be the
relative measure of the open space compared to the whole
space, and the challenge on using this theory lies on how
to define O and get a computationally tractable open space
risk term. In [246], the 1-vs-set machine is proposed as an
extension of traditional SVM by using a slab defined by two
parallel hyper-planes to define the open space. Similar idea
has also been studied by [33] under open space hyper-plane
classifiers. The work of [245] further introduces a new model
called compact abating probability (CAP) by defining the open
space O as the space sufficiently far from any known training
sample:

O = So −
⋃
i

Br(xi), (4)

where Br(xi) is a closed ball of radius r centered around train-
ing sample xi. A technique called Weibull-calibrated SVM
has been proposed [245] by combining CAP with statistical
extreme value theory [144] for score calibration to improve
multi-class open set recognition.

5) Discussion: Consider an expert pattern recognition sys-
tem which can classify digits from 0 to 9 perfectly, when
we feed an image of “apple” into the system, it said “this is
a 6 and I am very confident”, this will immediately change
our feeling about this system from intelligent to foolish. The
ability of learning to reject is a major difference between
closed-world and open-world recognition. Besides particular
designed methods, theoretical analysis on this problem is
particularly important, and although some studies have made
good attempts on this direction, it is still worth further ex-
ploration. In many approaches, a threshold is usually used
to distinguish normal and abnormal patterns, and different
thresholds will lead to different tradeoffs between the adopted
measurements (like precision and recall). Therefore, the choice
of the threshold is usually task-dependent (different tasks
will require different tradeoffs), and to evaluate the overall
performance of a particular method, the threshold-independent
metric [109] should be used, like the AUROC (area under
receiver operating characteristic curve), AUPR (area under
precision-recall curve), and so on.

C. Unknown Known: Adversarial Risk

An intriguing phenomenon in open space is “unknown
known”: things we think we know but it turns out we do
not. Different from the known unknown in Fig. 3b which
denotes open space far away from training data and hence
we know they are unknown, the unknown known in Fig. 3c
represents open space near decision boundaries where we are
supposed to know but actually not, due to the limited number
of training data not covering this space. Ambiguous prediction
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will happen for points close to the decision boundaries, for
example, visually we think a sample is from one class but the
system classifies it to another class. Since it is hard to sample
such observation (low frequency in real world), the story is
started by generating such samples to fool the system, which
is known as adversarial examples [269].

1) Generation of adversarial examples: At the beginning,
Szegedy et al. [269] show that by applying an imperceptible
perturbation to an image, it is possible to arbitrarily change
its prediction. Given any sample x, an adversarial example
x′ = x + η can be found through constrained optimization.
Since the perturbation η is small, we can not find any obvious
difference between x and x′ visually, but their predicted
labels are different, indicating the system is not robust: small
perturbation on input causes large perturbation on output. An
efficient method to generate adversarial examples called fast
gradient sign is proposed by [88]: let θ be parameters of a
model, x and y be input and ground truth, and J(θ,x, y)
be the cost used to train the model, the perturbation is then
defined as:

η = ε · sign (∇xJ(θ,x, y)) , (5)

where ε > 0 is a step-parameter. The elements in η correspond
to the sign of the gradient of cost function with respect to
input. Since η is on the direction of gradient, moving x along
+η will increase J , and consequently, a large-enough ε will
cause x′ = x + η to be misclassified. The iterative gradient
sign [148] is proposed as a refinement to fast gradient sign.
After that, DeepFool is proposed [193] to search a minimal
perturbation that is sufficient to change the label.

2) Threat of adversarial examples: As shown in [31],
using adversarial examples as attacks will be great threats for
many applications, such as self-driving cars, voice commands,
robots, and so on. It has been shown in [193] that a perturba-
tion with 1/1000 magnitude as the original image is sufficient
to fool state-of-the-art deep neural networks. Moreover, many
new attack methods are still being gradually proposed [208],
[31]. The work of [260] showed that it is even possible to fool
the system by only modifying one pixel of natural images.
Furthermore, the method of [207] is proposed to attack a
system which is viewed as a black-box. More surprisingly, the
existence of a single small image-agnostic perturbation (called
universal perturbation) that fools state-of-the-art classifiers on
most natural images is also found [192]. All these attempts
have posed significant challenges on the robustness of pattern
recognition systems.

3) Defense methods: To deal with adversarial attacks, many
defense methods have been proposed. A typical approach is
to augment the training set with adversarial examples and
then retrain the model on the augmented data set [88], [269].
The defensive distillation is proposed [209] to smooth the
model during training for making it less sensitive to adversarial
samples. The defense-GAN [239] is trained to model the
distribution of unperturbed real data, and at inference time
it finds a close output to a given sample which does not
contain the adversarial changes. Besides making the system
robust to adversarial examples, Metzen et al. [186] show that
adversarial perturbations can also be detected by augmenting

+ =
“panda” “gibbon”

=
“whale” “turtle”

(a) fooling examples (b) adversarial examples

0.007 

+

Figure 4. (a): Fooling examples in [200] which are classified to digits 0-9
with 99.99% confidence. (b): Adversarial examples in [88] and [193].

the system with a detector network which is trained on the
binary classification task of distinguishing genuine samples
from perturbed ones. The deep contractive network [95] adopts
an objective function

min
θ
L(x) +

H∑
i=1

λi‖
∂hi
∂hi−1

‖2, (6)

where L(x) is a standard loss function and hi is the hidden
representation for layer i in a deep neural network. Since
adversarial examples can be produced using the gradient
sign method [88], regularizing the smoothness of gradient is
therefore helpful to avoid them.

Since there are open spaces near the decision boundaries,
data augmentation can be used to fill them for improving ro-
bustness. The stability training [332] adds pixel-wise uncorre-
lated Gaussian noise for each input x to produce an augmented
sample x′, and then forces the outputs of the system on x and
x′ to be as close as possible, thus improving its robustness
against small perturbations. The robust optimization [250] uses
an alternating min-max procedure to increase local stability

min
θ

n∑
i=1

max
x′

i∈Ui
L(x′i, yi), (7)

where (xi, yi) is a sample-label pair and L is the loss function,
the Ui is a ball around xi with some radius. In the inside max
procedure, the x′i can be viewed as an augmented worst-case
sample, and in the outside min problem, the loss on (x′i, yi)
is minimized, thus making the system to be stable in a small
neighborhood around every training point.

An interesting work of mixup [319] proposes a data-agnostic
method to produce augmented data points

x′ = λxi + (1− λ)xj , y′ = λyi + (1− λ)yj , (8)

where xi,xj are two examples drawn at random from training
data and yi,yj are their corresponding one-hot label vec-
tors.1 The λ ∈ [0, 1] is a random parameter to produce the
augmented sample x′ and a new soft label y′ (not one-hot
anymore). This is based on the assumption that: linear inter-
polations of feature vectors should lead to linear interpolations

1Previously, we use y to denote the label which is an integer from
{1, 2, . . . , k}. Here we use y (in bold) to represent a one-hot label vector: a
vector (with length k) filled with 1 at the index of the labeled class and with
0 everywhere else.
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of the associated labels. Although this approach is simple, it
is very effective to produce augmented samples spreading not
only within the same class but also between different classes,
and therefore, the open space near decision boundaries is
well handled with these augmented samples. Similar approach
is also adopted in a work of between-class learning [278].
Although a mixture of two examples may not make sense for
humans visually, it will make sense for machines as suggested
by [278], and it is shown by [319] that this can not only
improve the generalization performance but can also increase
the robustness to adversarial examples.

4) Discussion: As shown in Fig. 4a, another related concept
is fooling examples [200] which are produced to be completely
unrecognizable to human eyes but the pattern recognition
system will still classify them into particular classes with high
confidence. This is different from adversarial examples shown
in Fig. 4b. Actually, the phenomenon of fooling examples is
the result of outliers with closed-world assumption which is
discussed in Section IV-B. It is shown by [200] that retraining
of the system by viewing fooling examples as a newly added
class is not sufficient to solve this problem, and a new batch
of fooling images can be produced to fool the new system
even after many retraining iterations. This is because there
are massive open spaces for outliers and it is impossible to
model them completely. Contrarily, augmenting training data
with adversarial examples was shown to significantly increase
the robustness even with only one extra epoch [193], this is
because the open spaces near decision boundaries are limited
and constrained, and therefore giving us possibility to model
them. Since many people continue to propose new attack
methods for producing adversarial examples, the research
of novel defense strategy becomes particularly important to
guarantee the safety of pattern recognition.

D. Unknown Unknown: Open Class Risk

As shown in Fig. 3d, the last case in open space is “unknown
unknown”: situations where a lot of unknown samples (out
of this world) are grouping into different unknown (unseen)
categories. In this case, we should not simply mark them as
a single and large category of unknown (like Section IV-B),
but also need to identify the newly emerged categories in a
fine-grained manner. This is a common situation in real appli-
cations, where the datasets are dynamic and novel categories
must be continuously detected and added, which is denoted as
open world recognition in [11] and class-incremental learning
in [227].

1) Definition of the problem: During continuous use of a
pattern recognition system, abundant or even infinite test data
will come in a streaming manner. As shown in Fig. 5, the
open-world recognition process can be decomposed into three
steps. The first step is detecting unknown samples and placing
them in a buffer, which requires the system to reject samples
from unseen classes and keep high accuracy for seen classes.
The second step is labeling unknown samples in the buffer
into new categories, which can be either finished by humans
or automatically implemented. The last step is then updating
the classifier with augmented categories and samples, which

Figure 5. Open-world recognition with class-incremental learning.

requires the classifier to be efficiently trainable in a class-
incremental manner where different classes occur at different
times. Step 1 has already been discussed in Section IV-B,
therefore, this section focuses on steps 2 and 3.

2) Labeling unknown samples: A simple and accurate
approach for step 2 is seeking help from human beings [11],
either in a batch manner when the buffer size reaches some
threshold, or immediately when the users encounter some
strange outputs from the system and then try to give some
feedback. Moreover, a strategy to make this process more
efficient is using active learning [120] to reduce the labeling
cost by selecting the most valuable data to query their labels.
On the contrary, a more challenging task is automatic new
class discovery [35] without human labeling. Unsupervised
clustering [184] is an efficient and effective solution for finding
new classes. A cluster can be seen as a new category if the
number of samples falling in this cluster is large enough, and
otherwise, it should only be viewed as an outlier and ignored.
However, a difficulty for this approach is the model selection
problem, i.e., how many novel classes are contained in the
data? To deal with this, the clustering algorithms should have
the ability of automatic model selection [163].

3) Class incremental learning: The solution of step 3
requires us to rethink the relationship between discriminative
and generative models. A pattern recognition system usually
contains class-independent feature extraction φ(x) and class-
specific decision function gi(x).2 The classification is then:
x ∈ arg maxi gi(x). In discriminative model, all the decision
functions gi(x),∀i are trained jointly (like hinge loss, softmax
loss, and so on), which can be viewed as the competition
between different classes to adjust decision boundaries. On
the contrary, in generative model, gi(x) is usually used to
model each class independently (like negative log-likelihood
loss for some distribution). Discriminative model usually has
higher accuracy, however, since g1(x), . . . , gk(x) are coupled
in training, adding a new class gk+1(x) will affect others,
requiring retraining of them with all data available. Contrarily,
in generative model, class-incremental learning will become
much simpler, since the training of gk+1(x) is independent
of other classes. However, the drawback is that generative
model usually leads to lower accuracy. Therefore, hybrid
discriminative and generative models become necessary: φ(x)
is discriminative while gi(x) is generative. Actually, many
recent works are already using this principle.

2For example, in deep learning, the φ(x) is a multi-layer neural network,
and gi(x) is usually a linear function on φ(x) like gi(x) = w>i φ(x) + bi.
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4) Prototype based approaches: The nearest class mean
(NCM) [185] can generalize to new classes at near-zero cost:

gi(x) = −‖φ(x)− µi‖22, µi =
1

ni

∑
j:yj=i

φ(xj), (9)

where µi is the mean of training samples (totally ni) in
φ(x) space for class i, and gi(x) is based on the Euclidean
distance to class-mean. Different criteria can be defined, such
as softmax [185] or sigmoid [227], to learn a discriminative
φ(x) for high accuracy, and the updating of µi is always a
generative mean calculation. When new class arrives, it is
efficient to compute µnew and augment the model with a new
decision function gnew(x), without affecting other classes.

The class-independent feature extraction φ(x) can be either
a linear dimensionality reduction [185] or a nonlinear deep
neural network [96]. Similar idea is also adopted in [227]
where a lot of exemplar samples are selected dynamically to
represent each class in CNN transformed space, and a nearest-
mean-of-exemplars strategy is used for classification. Another
work of prototypical network [256] is also a NCM classifier
in deep neural network transformed space. A more general
analysis on representing each class as Gaussian is given
in [293]. A work of convolutional prototype learning [313]
uses automatically learned prototypes to represent each class
by regularizing the deviation of prototypes from class-means.
As shown in [219], when normalized to lie on a sphere,
NCM is also equal to the traditional linear classifier in neural
networks.

5) Discussion: Since it is hard to enumerate all categories
at once, how to smoothly update the system to learn more
and more concepts over time is therefore an important and
challenging task. Although using class-means or prototypes to
represent each class is a simple generative model, it is effective
for class distribution modeling, because a powerful φ(x) (e.g.,
deep neural networks) can be learned to transform complex
intra-class distributions into simplified Gaussian distributions,
which will then be efficient and effective for class-incremental
learning. Other classical classifiers can also be modified for
class-incremental learning like random forest [116], support
vector machine [149], and so on. For class-incremental learn-
ing of deep neural networks, the newly learned classes may
erase the knowledge of old classes, due to the joint updating
of φ(x) and gi(x) [227], resulting in catastrophic forget-
ting [164]. A remedy is to review the historical data of old
classes occasionally to prevent forgetting [105], and many
other recent advances are gradually proposed on this topic
like the evolving neural structure (learning to grow) [162],
dynamic generative memory (learning to remember) [204], and
so on. More efficient class-incremental learning models that
can handle forgetting problem effectively will be the focus of
future research.

V. BREAKING IID ASSUMPTION

Independent and identically distributed (IID) random vari-
able is a fundamental assumption for most pattern recognition
methods. However, in practical applications, this assumption is
often violated. On the Dagstuhl seminar organized by Darrell

Domain 
adaptation

Multi-modal 
learning

Cross-class 
transfer learning

Multi-task 
learning

Multi-modal 
multi-task 
learning

(a) (b)
(c) (d)

Figure 6. Different tasks where the IID assumption no longer holds.

et al. [53] in 2015, it was the agreement of all participants that
learning with interdependent and non-identically distributed
data should be the focus of future research. Moreover, it was
shown by [228] that even a very small mismatch between
training and test distributions will make state-of-the-art models
dropping their performance significantly.

In pattern recognition, a labeled sample (x, y) is usually
assumed to come from a feature space x ∈ X and a label
space y ∈ Y . A specific combination of feature space and
label space can be viewed as an environment E = X × Y ,
where a learner p(y|x) is defined and performed. The learner
should be adjustable when the environment starts to change
E 6= E ′, which can be summarized in four cases:
• X = X ′ and Y = Y ′. This is the most-widely considered

case, where the feature spaces and label spaces are
identical, and the environmental change comes from the
conditional distribution p(y|x) 6= p(y′|x′).

• X = X ′ and Y 6= Y ′. The feature spaces are identical
but the label spaces are different, for example, cross-class
transfer learning and multi-task learning.

• X 6= X ′ and Y = Y ′. The feature spaces are different
while the label spaces are identical, which happens often
in multi-modal learning.

• X 6= X ′ and Y 6= Y ′. Both the feature spaces and label
spaces are different, which is the most difficult situation,
and can be viewed as multi-modal multi-task learning.

A. Learning with Interdependent Data

In traditional pattern recognition, the samples are assumed
to be independent. However, in real world, we usually have
some group information (also denoted as set, bag or field in the
literature) for the samples, implying statistical dependencies
among them. Let

Xi = {xi1,xi2, . . . ,xini
}, Yi = {yi1, yi2, . . . , yini

} (10)

denote groups of samples and their corresponding labels. The
purpose now is to learn the classifier and make decision with
grouped data {Xi,Yi}Ni=1:
• In each group, the samples are no longer independent.
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• Different groups may not be identically distributed.
• Different groups can have different cardinalities.
1) Content consistency: A straightforward and widely-

considered case is that the samples in each group have the
same label yi1 = yi2 = · · · = yini

,∀i, which is known
as image set classification [104] or group-based classifica-
tion [240] in the literature. This kind of content consistency in
a group is very common in practice, for example, the temporal
coherence between consecutive images in videos, the same
object captured by multi-angle camera networks, classification
based on long term observations [251], and so on. Each
group Xi can be viewed as an unordered set of samples, and
therefore the task is to define the similarities between different
sets, for example by: viewing each set as a linear subspace
and defining the similarity between two sets as canonical
correlation [137], describing each set with the Grassmann
and Stiefel manifolds [281] and using geodesic distances as
metrics, representing each set as an affine hull [117] and
calculating between-set distance from the sparse approximated
nearest points, and so on. Besides viewing each set to lie on a
certain geometric surface, deep learning framework based on
minimum reconstruction error [104] can be used to automati-
cally discover the underlying geometric structure for image set
classification. The multiple samples in the same group (or set)
will provide complementary information from different aspects
like appearance variations, view-points, illumination changes,
nonrigid deformations, and so on. Therefore, it offers new
opportunities to improve the classification accuracy compared
with single example based classification.

2) Style consistency: Besides content consistency, another
situation is style consistency [243]: the samples in a group
are isogenous or generated by the same source. For example,
in handwriting recognition, a group of characters produced
by a certain writer are homogeneous with his/her individual
writing style; in face recognition, face images can appear as
different groups according to different poses or illumination
conditions; in speech recognition, different speakers have
different accents, and so on. These situations provide important
group information, and in each group the style is consistent
(other than content). Moreover, a new group unnecessarily
enjoys the same style as the training groups, which means
style transfer exists between training and test groups. In the
literature, this problem is studied under the terminology of
pattern field classification by [243], [287], [288] where a
field is a group of isogenous patterns. Specifically, in [243] a
class-style conditional mixture of Gaussians is used to model
the isogenous patterns, in [287] the dependencies among
samples is modeled by second-order statistics with normally
distributed styles, and in [288] the intraclass and interclass
styles are studied under adaptive classification. The traditional
Bayes decision theory can also be extended to pattern field
classification [326]. By utilizing style consistency, classifying
groups of patterns is shown to be much more accurate than
classifying single patterns [326] on various tasks like multi-
pose face recognition, multi-speaker vowel classification, and
multi-writer handwriting recognition.

3) Group-level supervision: A useful strategy to realize
weakly-supervised learning is that there is only group-level

supervision and the labels for the individual samples are not
provided, which is a natural fit for numerous real-world appli-
cations and is denoted as multi-instance learning (MIL) [56]
in the literature. A group of instances is denoted as a bag,
and although each bag has an associated label, the labels of
the individual instances that conform the bag are not known.
For example, in drug activity prediction [56], a molecule (bag)
can adopt a wide range of shapes (instances) by rotating some
of its internal bonds, and knowing a previously-synthesized
molecule has desired drug effect does not directly provide
information on the shapes. In image classification [39], a single
image (bag) can be represented by a collection of regions,
blocks or patches (instances), and the labels are only attached
to images instead of the low-level segments. The instances in
each bag can be treated as non-IID samples [337], and not
all of them are necessarily relevant [4]: some instances may
not convey any information about the bag class, or even come
from other classes, thus providing confusing information. MIL
usually deals with binary classification, and it is initially
defined as [56]: a bag is considered to be positive if and
only if it contains at least one positive instance. Relaxed
and alternative definitions for MIL are presented by [71] to
extend applications for different domains. Due to the property
of weak supervision, MIL has found wide applications like
image categorization [39], object localization [46], computer-
aided diagnosis [132], and so on.

4) Decision making in context: In above discussed situ-
ations, the order of the samples in each group is actually
ignored. However, the organizational structure of the samples
gives us a very important information of context which is his-
torically shown to be crucial in pattern recognition [102]. For
example, the linguistic context [261] takes place very naturally
during the process of human reading. By using a language
model [14], the performance of many related tasks like speech
recognition, character recognition and text processing can be
significantly improved. Moreover, the spatial arrangement of
the samples, known as geometric context, is also an important
piece of information for different pattern recognition tasks
like [69] and [298]. A widely-used strategy to learn from the
context is viewing the samples as a sequence, and many meth-
ods like hidden Markov models (HMMs) [221], conditional
random fields (CRFs) [150] and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [267] can be used to model the dependencies among
samples from the perspectives of Markov chain, conditional
joint probability and long-short-term dependency respectively.
Besides sequence, graph is another useful representation for
contextual learning, and recently graph neural networks [244],
[141], [289] have gained increasing popularity in various
domains by modeling the dependencies between nodes in
a graph via efficient and effective message passing among
them. Moreover, other than structured input representation, the
dependencies can also happen in the output space, known as
structured output learning [280], which tries to predict more
complex outputs such as trees, strings or lattices other than a
group of independent labels. More details on this important
issue can be found in [202].

5) Discussion: By utilizing the dependencies among data,
assigning labels for a group of patterns simultaneously will
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be more accurate and robust than labeling them separately.
The key problem is how to define and learn from the group
information. Content and style [276] are two important factors
in pattern recognition. The dependencies derived from content
consistency and style consistency are useful information to
improve the performance of group-based pattern recognition.
Multi-instance learning which only requires group-level super-
vision is an effective strategy for weakly-supervised learning.
The contextual information embedded in the order or arrange-
ment of the samples is proved to be important for structured
prediction. Besides using dependency to improve performance,
automatic discovery of the relationship of samples (relational
reasoning) [241] is also an important direction.

B. Domain Adaptation and Transfer Learning

As shown in Fig. 6a, when both the feature space and
label space are identical, the non-IIDness may happen on the
conditional distribution. In this case, the domain adaptation
and transfer learning are actually dealing with the same
thing: there is usually a source domain with sufficient labeled
data and a target domain with a small amount of labeled or
unlabeled data, and the purpose is to reduce the distribution
mismatch between two domains in supervised, unsupervised,
or semi-supervised manners.

1) Supervised fine-tuning: When there exist some labeled
data in target domain (supervised domain adaptation), a simple
and straightforward solution is to fine-tune the model on these
extra labeled data. Actually, every pattern classifier which can
be trained via incremental or online learning can be used in
this way for supervised domain adaptation. The model trained
on the source domain can be viewed as not only a good
initialization but also a regularization, and fine-tuning on target
data will gradually reduce the distribution shift between two
domains. Many classifiers can essentially be learned incre-
mentally like neural networks trained with back-propagation.
For non-incremental classifiers, we can also develop some
counterpart algorithms for them, such as incremental decision
tree [284], incremental SVM [156], and so on.

2) Cross-domain mapping: Another widely used strategy
is learning cross-domain mappings to reduce the distribution
shift. Let {xs, ys} and {xt, yt} denote source and target data,
and θ denotes the parameters in classifier. The cross-domain

mapping φ(·) can be defined in various ways:

Parameter mapping: p(ys|xs; θ) = p(yt|xt;φ(θ)), (11)
Source mapping: p(ys|φ(xs); θ) = p(yt|xt; θ), (12)
Target mapping: p(ys|xs; θ) = p(yt|φ(xt); θ), (13)
Co-mapping: p(ys|φ(xs); θ) = p(yt|φ(xt); θ). (14)

In the first approach of parameter mapping, the source and
target distributions are matched using transformed parameters
φ(θ). For example, Leggetter and Woodland [161] use a
linear transformation on the mean parameters of the hidden
Markov model for speaker adaptation, and in [234] a residual
transformation network is used to map source parameters into
target parameters. Another strategy is the source mapping
applied on the source data φ(xs) [49], and the transformed
source data can be used together with the target data to
train the classifier. Meanwhile, the target mapping applies the
mapping on target data φ(xt) [327], [115], and the advantage
is that the adaptation (learning of φ) can happen after the
training of the source classifier [327]. At last, we can also
define the co-mapping by projecting both the source and target
data [205] to a shared common space. The mapping φ can
be either linear [161], [327], [115] or nonlinear [234], [49],
[205]. Different criteria can be used to learn φ, like maxi-
mum likelihood [161], minimum earth mover distance [49],
minimum regularized Euclidean distance [327], discriminative
training [115], [234], component analysis [205], and so on.

3) Distribution matching: The purpose of domain adap-
tation and transfer learning is to match the distributions of
source and target domains. The importance re-weighting [253]
is a widely used strategy for distribution matching: each
source sample is weighted by the importance factor w(x) =
pt(x)/ps(x) where pt(x) and ps(x) are target and source
densities. Using weighted source samples to train the classifier
will work well on target domain. However, density estimation
is known to be a hard problem especially in high-dimensional
spaces, therefore, directly estimating the importance without
going through density estimation would be more promising as
shown by [118] and [262]. Another problem in distribution
matching is how to measure the discrepancy of two distri-
butions. The maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [93] is a
widely-used strategy by measuring the distance between the
means of two distributions in a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS). It is shown [255] that MMD will asymptoti-
cally approach zero if and only if the two distributions are the
same. Since MMD is easy to calculate and does not require the
label information, it has been widely used as a regularization
term for unsupervised domain adaptation [175]. Other than
only using the distance between first-order means as the
measurement, Zhang et al. [329] propose aligning the second-
order covariance matrices in RKHS for distribution matching.
Besides MMD, many other kinds of distances, divergences,
and information theoretical measurements can also be used
for distribution matching, as discussed in the survey paper
of [321].

4) Adversarial learning: Recently, an increasingly popular
idea of adversarial learning tries to make the features from
both domains to be as indistinguishable as possible. As shown
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in Fig. 7, the whole framework is composed of four compo-
nents. The feature extractors θ1 (for source) and θ2 (for target)
are usually defined as deep neural networks. The task classifier
θ3 is used to perform the original K-way classification for
both source and target data. Importantly, a domain classifier
θ4 is used to judge whether a sample is from source or target
domain (binary classification). Since we have two classifiers,
here we can define two standard classification losses `1 and
`2. The key of adversarial learning is that these losses are
optimized like playing a min-max game:

θ1 ⇒ min `1,max `2, (15)
θ2 ⇒ min `1 (optional),max `2, (16)
θ3 ⇒ min `1, (17)
θ4 ⇒ min `2. (18)

The purpose of min `1 is to guarantee classification accu-
racy while max `2 aims to confuse the domain classifier
and make the feature distributions over two domains simi-
lar, thus resulting in domain-invariant features. To efficiently
seek maxθ1,θ2 `2, multiple strategies can be used, like using
gradient reversal layer [79] to reverse the gradient in back-
propagation, adopting inverted labels [283] to calculate another
surrogate fooled loss, and minimizing the cross-entropy loss
against a uniform distribution [282]. Moreover, the feature
extractor modules can be designed as shared (θ1 = θ2) [79],
partially shared [235], or independent (θ1 6= θ2) [283]. Adver-
sarial learning is efficient and effective for domain adaptation
and transfer learning, and many subsequent improvements are
still being gradually proposed [297].

5) Multi-source problem: In the above approaches, we
assume that there is only a single source domain, but in
practice, multiple sources [182] may exist during data col-
lection, which is related to the style consistent pattern field
classification problem in Section V-A. The above discussed
single-source methods can be extended accordingly to multi-
source case. For example, the cross-domain mapping can be
extended to multiple source-mappings with a shared Bayes
classifier [326], the adversarial based method can be modified
by replacing the binary domain classifier with a multi-way
classifier representing multiple sources [311], and so on.

6) Discussion: Domain adaptation and transfer learning are
useful for many applications like speaker adaptation [161]
in speech recognition, writer adaptation [327] in handwriting
recognition, view adaptation [131] in face recognition, and
so on. Fine-tuning is a straightforward and effective strategy
for supervised adaptation, while cross-domain mapping is a
general approach for supervised [115], unsupervised [49], and
semi-supervised [327] adaptation. Traditional approaches usu-
ally focus on distribution matching, and adversarial learning
has become the new trend for deep learning based adaptation.
Multi-source phenomenon is common in practice, and how to
discover latent domains [114] in mixed-multi-source data is
an important and challenging problem.

C. Multi-task Learning

As shown in Fig. 6b, another case is that the feature spaces
are identical but the label spaces are changed. For example, a

Figure 8. An illustration of multi-task representation learning.

face image can be classified into different races, ages, genders,
and so on. These tasks are not independent, instead, they are
complementary to each other, and learning one task is helpful
for solving another. How to efficiently and effectively learn
from multiple related tasks is known as multi-task learning.

1) Transferable representation learning: The first question
for multi-task learning is that: can we find a generic feature
representation that is transferable among different tasks? The
traditional hand-crafted feature representations are usually
task-specific, and new features need to be designed for new
tasks. It has been shown by [59] that the features extracted
from the deep neural network pre-trained with a large dataset
are transferable to different tasks. The usual method is to
train a base network, and then copy its first few layers to
a target network, for which the remaining layers are randomly
initialized and trained toward target task. There are multiple
layers in deep neural networks, and the first layers usually
learn low-level features whereas the latter layers learn semantic
or high-level features. The low-level features are more general
while the high-level features are more specific [315]. There-
fore, the transferabilities of features from bottom, middle, or
top of a neural network are different, depending on the distance
between the base task and target task [8]: for similar tasks the
later layers are more transferable, while for dissimilar tasks
the earlier layers are preferred.

2) Multi-task representation learning: The second question
for multi-task learning is that: can dealing with multiple
tasks simultaneously be used to integrate different supervisory
signals for learning an invariant representation? Since each
task will produce a task-specific loss function, generally, as
soon as you find yourself optimizing more than one loss
function, you are effectively doing multi-task learning [236].
To learn multiple tasks jointly, there should be some shared
and task-specific parameters in the architecture, and sharing
what is learned during training different tasks in parallel is the
central idea in multi-task learning. A straightforward approach
is the hard parameter sharing [32] (Fig. 8a), which shares
the bottom layers for all tasks and keeps several task-specific
output layers. This is the most widely-used strategy in real
applications due to its simplicity and effectiveness. However,
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it needs intensive experiments to find the optimal split position
for shared and task-specific layers. Another approach is the
soft parameter sharing in Fig. 8b, where each task has its
own parameters which are regularized with some constraints
to encourage similarity between them, like minimizing their
`2 distances [64] or with some partially shared structure [30].
Other than using fixed sharing mechanism, another strategy is
learning to share. For example, the cross-stitch network [188]
proposes to learn an optimal combination of shared and
task-specific representations as shown in Fig. 8c. The above
approaches are based on sharing features among tasks, and the
decision-making processes of each task are still independent.
However, the solution of one task may be useful for solving
other related tasks, indicating that we need task feedback to
update the representation as shown in Fig. 8d. In this way, the
performance of different tasks can be improved recurrently by
utilizing the solutions (not only features) from other tasks [17].

3) Task relationship learning: Finding the relationship be-
tween different tasks will make information sharing among
tasks to be more selective and smooth. A straightforward
strategy is using task clustering [277] to partition multiple
tasks into several clusters, and the tasks in the same cluster
are assumed to be similar to each other. It is also possible to
dynamically widen a thin neural network in a greedy manner
to create a tree-like deep architecture for clustering similar
tasks in the same branch as shown in [178]. Besides task
clustering, many studies have also tried to learn both the per-
task model parameters and the inter-task relationships simul-
taneously, where the task relationship can be formulated to be
a matrix [196], tensor [3], or a nonlinear structure [45]. This
topic has attracted much attention in the research community,
and the work of taskonomy [316] has won the CVPR2018 best
paper award. The taskonomy (task taxonomy) is a directed
hyper-graph that captures the transferability among tasks: an
edge between two tasks represents a feasible transfer, while
the weight is the prediction of the transfer performance. With
task relationship, the transfer learning performance would be
improved, due to better transfer path from most related tasks
to a target task, which can not only reduce the computational
complexity of using all tasks but can also avoid the phe-
nomenon of negative transfer caused by dissimilar tasks [316].

4) Discussion: When multiple related tasks can be defined
naturally, multi-task learning will significantly improve the
performance for many problems like computer vision [58]
and natural language processing [47]. However, this requires
labeled data for each task. A more efficient strategy is to use
some auxiliary tasks where data can be collected without man-
ual labeling (to be discussed in Section VI-B). When multiple
tasks are learned jointly, how to balance their loss functions
becomes the key problem. A dominant approach is to assign
each task a pre-defined weight. However, the optimal weight is
expensive and time-consuming to find empirically. Therefore,
Kendall et al. [135] propose to learn the optimal weights
automatically for multiple loss functions by considering the
homoscedastic uncertainty of each task. Furthermore, gradient
normalization [40] can also be used to automatically balance
training in deep multi-task models by dynamically tuning the
gradient magnitudes.

D. Multi-modal Learning

The world surrounding us involves multiple modalities: we
see objects, hear sounds, feel texture, smell odors, and taste
flavors [9]. Different from multi-task learning (Fig. 6b) where
multiple tasks are performed with the same input, the purpose
of multi-modal learning is to utilize the supplementary and
complementary information in different modalities to complete
a shared task (Fig. 6c) or multiple related tasks (Fig. 6d).

1) Multi-modal representation and fusion: In multi-modal
learning, each instance can be viewed by multiple modalities,
which can be fused at different levels. The first approach we
can consider is signal-level fusion, for example, the pansharp-
ening of multi-resolution satellite images [133]. However,
different modalities usually have different data structures with
different sizes or dimensions such as images, sound waves
and texts, making them hard to be fused at raw-data level.
Therefore, we must design some modality-wise representa-
tions, which could be either handcrafted features or learned
with deep neural networks. For example, 2D/3D convolutional
neural networks can be used for spatial structured signals like
image, CT, fMRI, video, and so on, while recurrent neural
networks can be used for temporal data like speech and text.
With modality-wise feature extractions, different modalities
are transformed into a unified space, and a straightforward
fusion strategy is therefore feature-level fusion, for example,
the modality-wise representations can be concatenated into a
longer representation or averaged (with learnable modality-
wise weights) to a new representation [171]. After that,
any traditional model can be learned on the fused feature
representation for a given task. Another common strategy is
decision-level fusion which is widely-investigated in multiple
classifier systems [111]. This fusion strategy is often favored
because different models are used on different modalities,
making the system more flexible and robust to modality-
missing as the predictions are made independently. Recently,
due to the development of deep learning which learns hierar-
chical representations, the intermediate-level fusion [223] is
used to dynamically integrate modalities at different levels
with an automatically learned and optimized fusion structure.
Moreover, another important strategy is the learning-based
fusion, for example, using cross weights to gradually learn
interactions of modalities [225], using multiple-kernel learning
to learn optimal feature fusion [85], learning sharable and
specific features for different modalities [294], and so on.

A widely-occurring problem in multi-modal learning is
modality-missing, i.e., some modalities are unaccessible for
some instances during inference. The generative model such
as deep Boltzmann machine [259] can be used to handle
modality-missing by sampling the absent modality from the
conditional distribution. We can also apply the modality-wise
dropout [199] during training to improve the generalization
performance for modality-missing.

2) Cross-modal matching, alignment, and generation: Be-
sides fusing multiple modalities to make accurate and robust
predictions, another vibrant research direction causing increas-
ing attentions is the cross-modal learning [9]. In this case,
different modalities are embedded into a coordinated and well-
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Figure 9. Two types of multi-modal multi-task learning.

aligned space, for example, the maximum correlated space
by canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [5], the semantic
preserved space by joint embedding [75], and so on. The
embedded space enables cross-modal matching tasks, such
as retrieving the images that are relevant to a given textual
query [94], deciding which face image is the speaker given
an audio clip of someone speaking [197], and so on. A
more difficult problem is cross-modal alignment for finding
correspondences between sub-items of instances from multiple
modalities [9]. For example, aligning the steps in a recipe to
a video showing the dish being made [180], aligning a movie
to the script or the book chapters [341]. According to [9], the
cross-modal alignment can be achieved either explicitly like
using dynamic time warping and CCA, or implicitly like using
the attention mechanism in deep neural networks. Another
task cross-modal generation, which seeks a mapping from
one modality to another, has become very popular with an
emphasis on language and vision [9], for example, generat-
ing the text description of an input image [309], inversely
generating the image given a text description [229], and so
on. The difficulty is increasing from matching, alignment, to
generation, requiring much better understanding and high-level
capture of the interaction and relationship between modalities.

3) Multi-modal multi-task learning: The last case we shall
discuss is the multi-modal multi-task learning (Fig. 6d), which
can be partitioned into two types as shown in Fig. 9. The first
and also much simpler setting is the the synchronous case,
where all the modalities are available for solving each task.
In this case, a fused representation of all modalities can be
learned efficiently during joint training multiple related tasks,
which is widely used in different applications such as disease
diagnosis [318], traffic sign recognition [177], autonomous
driving [44], emotion recognition [38], and so on. As shown
in Fig. 9b, the second and also more challenging setting is
the asynchronous case, where different tasks may only rely
on their own modalities. For example, image classification
works on image, speech recognition deals with sound waves,
while machine translation handles text data. Intuitively, it
is hard to consider these problems jointly, since both their
inputs and outputs are different. Moreover, it is also not clear
about the common knowledge shared among these seemingly
unrelated problems, and how much benefit we can get from
combining them. An interesting work named “one model to
learn them all” [129] shows us such possibility and potential,
where a single deep neural network to learn multiple tasks
from various modalities is designed using modality-specific
encoders, I/O mixer, and task-specific decoders. The joint

training of diverse tasks with asynchronous image, speech, and
text modalities is shown to benefit from shared architecture
and parameters. Amazingly, although seemed to be unrelated,
incorporating image classification in training would help to
improve the performance of language parsing, indicating that
some computational primitives can be shared between different
modalities and even unrelated tasks [129].

4) Discussion: There are many practical problems that can
benefit from multi-modal learning. In biometric applications,
a person can be identified by face, fingerprint, iris, or voice.
Although each modality is already distinguishable, their com-
bination will improve both the accuracy and robustness. In
autonomous driving, the fusion of multiple sensors (radar,
camera, LIDAR, GPS, and so on) is necessary and important
to make robust decisions. Multi-modal analysis will also
make the decision making to be more explainable [211].
Moreover, the human brain is essentially both a multi-modal
and a multi-task system: it continuously receives stimuli from
various modes of the surrounding world and performs various
perceptual and cognitive tasks. For a pattern recognition sys-
tem, multi-modal perception increases the diversity on input
while multi-task improves the diversity on output, and usually
diversity will bring robustness. Therefore, joint multi-modal
multi-task learning will be an inspiring and important future
direction.

VI. BREAKING CLEAN AND BIG DATA ASSUMPTION

Pattern recognition systems usually have strong abilities to
memorize training data. As shown in [317], even if we ran-
domly change the labels of data completely, neural networks
can still achieve near zero training error, indicating the strong
capacity to fit training data. This is valuable if we have a clean
(well-labeled) and large-enough (covering different variations)
dataset, and fitting the training data in this case will usually
also lead to good generalization performance. However, this
assumption is hard to satisfy in real applications. Actually,
clean data and big data are contradictory: it is easy to collect
a well-labeled small dataset, but it is impossible to manually
label a big dataset without any error. Therefore, in order to
improve the robustness on both the quality and quantity of
data, first of all, the training process should be robust to
noisy data, and second, particular learning strategies should be
considered to reduce the dependence on large amounts of data.
To reach this goal, we present discussions and summarizations
from the following four perspectives.

A. Supervised Learning with Noisy Data

In supervised learning, the noises in data can be partitioned
into three types: (1) label noise: the sample is valid but
the label is wrong due to mislabeling; (2) sample noise (or
attribute noise): the sample is noisy but the label is valid, for
example, samples caused by corruption, occlusion, distortion,
and so on; (3) outlier noise: both the sample and label are
invalid, for example, samples from a new not-care class or
a totally noisy signal, but still labeled as one of the classes
to be classified. To deal with noisy data, different approaches
have been proposed in the literature. Frenay and Verleysen [72]
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have surveyed many methods for label noise before the year of
2014. Complementarily, we consider all the three noise types
and focus more on methods developed in recent years.

1) Robust loss: The unbounded loss function will usually
over-emphasize the noisy data, and hence, the decision bound-
aries will deviate severely from the optimal one. Therefore,
the first solution for learning with noisy data is to redefine the
loss function to be bounded. The convex functions are usually
unbounded, and therefore, most redefined robust loss functions
are non-convex [183]. For example, the ramp loss [25] and
truncated hinge loss [303] set an upper bound on hinge loss
by allowing a maximum error for each training observation, re-
sulting in a non-convex but robust SVM [66]. The correntropy-
induced loss [308] with properties of bounded, smooth, and
non-convex is shown to be robust when combined with kernel
classifiers. For deep neural networks, as suggested by [81], the
categorical cross entropy loss is sensitive to label noise, and a
comparison of different loss functions tolerant to label noise
is given in [82].

2) Noise transition: For a sample x with annotation y
(either correct or wrong), we use ŷ to denote its ground-
truth (clean) label. Now, the labeling noises can be modeled
probabilistically by p(y|ŷ,x) which is usually a complex
process. However, we can assume p(y|ŷ,x) = p(y|ŷ): noisy
label depends only on true label and not on the sample. This
is an approximation of real-world labeling process and can
still be useful in some certain scenarios [213], for example,
there are usually some confusable (similar) categories which
are hard for human labelers to distinguish, regardless of the
specific samples. In this case, we can simply use a noise
transition matrix T to specify the probability of one label
being wrongly annotated to another Tij = p(y = j|ŷ = i).
Since p(y|x) =

∑
ŷ p(ŷ|x)p(y|ŷ), we can modify the loss

function to be [263]:

L = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log

 k∑
j=1

p(j|xi)Tyi,j

 , (19)

where k is the number of classes. The matrix T can be
estimated from data and subsequently fixed during classifier
training [213], jointly estimated with the classifier [263], [127],
or estimated with human-assistance [100]. Moreover, Vah-
dat [285] proposes an undirected graphical model to directly
model p(y|ŷ,x) other than p(y|ŷ).

3) Cleaning: Another approach is explicitly detecting and
removing the noisy data. An effective strategy is using ensem-
ble learning to filter noisy data [24]. In ensemble learning,
different classifiers are complementary to each other, hence,
examples which are in contradiction with most learners can
be identified confidently as noisy. With this kind of approach,
the data pruning method [6] is shown to significantly improve
generalization performance. For large-scale dataset cleaning,
the partitioning filter [339] is proposed for noise identification
from large distributed datasets. Another approach is directly
incorporating the noise detection into the objective function
of the learning machine, for example, the robust SVM ap-
proach [310] uses a binary indicator variable for each sample
to explicitly mark it as noisy or clean. In this way, the noisy

Table II
METHODS ON SUPERVISED LEARNING WITH NOISY DATA.

Label Noise Sample Noise Outlier Noise

Robust Loss ! ! !

Noise Transition ! # #

Cleaning ! ! !

Reweighting ! ! !

Relabeling ! # #

data can be automatically suppressed and no loss is charged
for them during training. Similar idea is also used for learning
distance metric from the noisy side information [119].

4) Reweighting: Reweighting is a soft-version of clean-
ing: assigning small weights for noisy data other than com-
pletely removing them [172]. The work of [300] proposes a
reweighting module by a Siamese network to distinguish clean
labels and noisy labels under iterative learning. Moreover,
the cleanNet [160] assigns weights as the sample-to-label
relevance calculated from a joint neural embedding network
for measuring the similarity between a sample and its noisy
labeled class. The work of mentorNet [126] treats the base
model as the studentNet and a mentorNet is used to provide a
curriculum (the reweighting scheme) for studentNet to focus
on samples with probably correct labels, which is shown to
significantly improve the performance on real-world large-
scale noisy dataset of WebVision.

5) Relabeling: We can also correct the labels of noisy data
by relabeling in the learning process. In [307], a probabilistic
graphical model is used to simulate the relationship between
samples, labels and noises, for deducing the true label with
an EM-like algorithm. The bootstrapping [230] is also used
for relabeling the noisy data by updating the labels as convex
combination of original noisy label and current prediction of
classifier iteratively. Similarly, Tanaka et al. [271] propose to
learn model parameters and true labels alternatively under a
joint optimization framework.

6) Discussion: As shown in Table II, different methods can
handle different data noises. Although the technical details are
different, the purposes of robust loss, cleaning, and reweight-
ing are actually similar, i.e., reducing the influence of noisy
data in learning process. Therefore, they can be used for all the
three noise types. The noise transition and relabeling methods
are only suitable for the case of label noise, however, they are
efficient and effective strategies to improve robustness when
the noises in data are mainly caused by mislabeling.

B. Unsupervised (Self-supervised) Learning

In traditional pattern recognition [125], unsupervised learn-
ing is usually referred to data clustering, however, nowadays,
more emphasis is actually placed on unsupervised represen-
tation learning [13], where good and transferrable feature
representation is learned from large amounts of unlabeled data.
A widely-used strategy is self-supervised learning, a specific
instance of supervised learning where the targets are directly
generated from the data and therefore no need for labeling.
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1) Reconstruction-based: Since the data are unlabeled, a
straightforward strategy is to use them as both the inputs and
targets to learn a compressed representation with an encoder
f(x) and decoder g(x) to minimize the reconstruction error:

min
f,g

∑
x

‖g (f(x))− x‖ . (20)

The first approach following this idea is principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [78] which learns a linear subspace via
f(x) = Wx and g(x) = W>x with an orthogonal matrix
W for projection. The restricted Boltzmann machine [110]
and auto-encoder [291] are also reconstruction based methods
and can be viewed as nonlinear extensions of PCA. From
then on, various improvements have been proposed such as
denoising auto-encoder [291], contractive auto-encoder [233],
variational auto-encoder [140], and so on. The split-brain
auto-encoder [323] splits the model into two disjoint sub-
networks for cross-channel prediction, which transforms the
reconstruction objective to a prediction based one, making the
learned feature representation more semantic and meaningful.

2) Pseudo label with clustering: We can also assign some
pseudo labels to the data, and then transform the problem
to a supervised learning task. For unlabeled data, a natural
idea is to use some clustering algorithm to partition the data
into different clusters, and then the cluster identities can be
viewed as the pseudo label to learn representations. However,
a challenge is that the clustering relies heavily on a good
representation, and conversely the learning of representation
also requires good clustering results as supervision, resulting
in a chicken-or-egg-first problem. To solve this problem, the
alternative learning strategy [10], [314] can be used for joint
unsupervised learning of the representations and clusters.

3) Pseudo label with exemplar learning: Other than clus-
tering, another method of exemplar learning views each
sample as a particular class, the pseudo label now is the
sample identity, and the purpose is to separate all training
samples from each other as much as possible. The exemplar-
CNN [61] treats each patch (with random transformations) in
an unlabeled image as a particular class, and the classifier
is trained to separate all these classes. In this way, the
learned representation not only ensures that different patches
can be distinguished but also enforces invariance to specified
transformations. Another approach uses noise as targets [22]
to learn the representation and the one-to-one matching of
training samples to uniformly sampled vectors for separating
every training instance. In exemplar learning, each instance is
treated as a distinct class of its own, therefore, the number of
classes is the size of the entire training set. The computational
challenges imposed by large number of classes need to be
carefully considered [304] in exemplar learning. Recently, the
momentum contrast (MoCo) [106] proposes using a dictionary
as a queue and a momentum update mechanism to efficiently
and effectively realize the idea of exemplar learning, and
shows that the gap between unsupervised and supervised
representation learning can be closed in many vision tasks.

4) Surrogate tasks for computer vision: Recently, another
interesting trend for unsupervised learning is seeking help
from some surrogate tasks for which the labels or targets come
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Figure 10. Different types of self-supervision for visual tasks.

for “free” with the data. For example, as shown in Fig. 10,
learning to colorize grayscale image [322], [155], learning
by inpainting [212] (to generate the contents of an missing
area in image conditioned on its surroundings), learning by
context prediction [57] (to predict the position of one patch
relative to another patch in image), learning by solving jigsaw
puzzles [201] (geometric rearrangement of random-permutated
patches), learning by predicting image rotations [83], and so
on. For all these tasks, the supervisory signal can be easily
obtained automatically, and therefore, there is no need to worry
about the insufficiency and labeling of the training data.

Although these tasks seem to be simply defined, doing
well on these tasks requires the model to learn meaningful
and semantic representations. For example, for inpainting
the model needs to understand the content of the image to
produce a plausible hypothesis for the missing part, in context
prediction the model should learn to recognize objects and also
their parts to predict relative positions. Therefore, the learned
representations from these surrogate tasks can transfer well to
more complicated tasks. Similar approaches can also be found
on video related tasks [299], [7].

5) Surrogate tasks for natural language: The idea of using
surrogate tasks to learn representations from unlabeled data
can also be used for other tasks like natural language process-
ing, such as the language model for predicting what comes
next in a sequence [51], [222]. The work of BERT [54] pro-
poses two novel surrogate tasks for unsupervised learning. The
first is masked language model which randomly masks some
of the tokens from the input and the objective is to predict
the original vocabulary identity of the masked word based on
its context. The second task is next sentence prediction which
is a binary classification task to predict whether a sentence is
next to another sentence or not. These strategies have achieved
new benchmark performance on eleven language tasks [54],
indicating unsupervised pre-training has become an important
integral part for language understanding.

6) Discussion: Due to the abundantly available unlabeled
data, unsupervised or self-supervised learning is a long pur-
sued objective for representation learning. In addition to the
methods discussed above, it is hopeful to see more and more
effective and interesting self-supervised methods in the future.
Besides classification, self-supervised learning can also be
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used for regression problems [173]. Since different approaches
have been proposed from different aspects, the combination
of multiple self-supervised methods through multi-task learn-
ing [58] (Section V-C) is an inspiring direction.

C. Semi-supervised Learning

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) deals with a small number
of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data simul-
taneously, and therefore, can be viewed as a combination of
supervised and unsupervised learning. In the literature, a wide
variety of methods have been proposed for SSL, and compre-
hensive surveys can be found in [36] and [338]. Nowadays,
new progress especially deep learning based approaches have
become the new state-of-the-art, therefore, in this section we
focus on recent advances in SSL.

1) Reconstruction-based: A straightforward strategy for
SSL is combining the supervised loss on labeled data and
unsupervised loss on unlabeled data to build a new objective
function. The ladder network [224] combines the denoising
auto-encoder (as unsupervised learning for every layer) with
supervised learning at the top layer for SSL. The stacked what-
where auto-encoder [331] uses a convolutional net for encod-
ing and a deconvolutional net for decoding to simultaneously
minimize a combination of supervised and reconstruction
losses. Similarly, Zhang et al. [328] take a segment of the
classification network as encoder and use mirrored architecture
as decoding pathway to build several auto-encoders for SSL.

2) Self/co/tri-training: Another approach is using initial
classifier to predict pseudo labels for unlabeled data and then
retraining classifier with all data. This process is repeated
iteratively for boosting both the accuracy of pseudo labels and
the performance of classifier. Following this, the first idea is
self-training [159] where a single model is used to predict the
pseudo label as the class with maximum predicted probability,
which is equivalent to the entropy minimization [89] in SSL.
The co-training [21] uses two different models to label un-
labeled data for each other. Moreover, the tri-training [336]
utilizes bootstrap sampling to get three different training sets
for building three different models. For example, in the tri-
net [37] approach, three different modules are learned and if
two modules agree on the prediction of the unlabeled sample
confidently, the two modules will teach the third module on
this sample. The strategies of self/co/tri-training are efficient
to implement and also effective for SSL.

3) Generative model: Generative model is another widely
used strategy for SSL. For example, the Gaussian mixture
model [338] can be used to maximize the joint likelihood
of both labeled and unlabeled data using EM algorithm. The
variational auto-encoder (VAE) [139] can be used for SSL by
treating the labels as additional latent variables. A recent trend
is using generative adversarial network (GAN) [87] for SSL
by setting up an adversarial game between a discriminator D
and generator G. In original GAN, D is a binary classifier.
To apply GAN for SSL, D is modified to be a k-class
model [257] or extended to k + 1 classes (k real classes and
one fake class) [238]. For labeled data, D should minimize
their supervised loss. For unlabeled data, D is then trained

to minimize their uncertainty (e.g. by entropy minimization)
to k classes. Moreover, D should also try to distinguish
the generated samples by either maximizing their entropy
(uncertainty) to k classes [257] or classifying them to the
additional fake class [238]. Meanwhile, G is trained from
the opposite direction to generate realistic samples for the k
classes. By using GAN for SSL, the advantages are two-fold.
First, it can generate synthetic samples for different classes
which serve as additional training data. Second, even bad
examples [52] from the generator will benefit SSL, because
they are lying in low-density areas of the manifold which will
guide the classifier to better locate decision boundary.

4) Perturbation-based: Most deep learning models utilize
randomness to improve generalization. Therefore, multiple
passes of an individual sample through the network might
lead to different predictions, and the inconsistency between
them can be used as the loss for unlabeled data. Let f be
a model with parameter θ, and η, η′ as different randomness
(data augmentation, dropout, and so on). The mean squared
error is used by [237] to minimize the inconsistency of the
predictions ‖f(x|θ, η) − f(x|θ, η′)‖22. This is denoted as Π-
model in [151], where each sample is evaluated twice and the
difference of predictions is minimized.

Actually, this can also be explained from the teacher-student
viewpoint. For each unlabeled sample, a teacher T (x) is used
to guide the learning of the student f by minimizing

‖f(x|θ, η)− T (x)‖22. (21)

In Π-model the teacher is another evaluation with a different
perturbation T (x) = f(x|θ, η′). However, a single evaluation
can be very noisy, therefore, the temporal ensembling [151]
proposes the use of exponentially moving average (EMA) of
the predictions to form a teacher:

T (x)← αT (x) + (1− α)f(x|θ, η′), (22)

where 0 < α < 1 is a momentum, and each unlabeled sample
has a teacher that is the temporal ensembling of previous
predictions. Moreover, the mean teacher [272] proposes to
average model parameters other than predictions, i.e., the
teacher uses EMA parameters θ′ of student model θ:

θ′ ← αθ′ + (1− α)θ, (23)

and now the teacher is T (x) = f(x|θ′, η′), which is the same
model with student but using historically-averaged parameters.
The perturbation-based approaches will smooth the predictions
on unlabeled data. Moreover, other than random perturbations,
the virtual adversarial training [190] can be used to find a
worst-case perturbation for better SSL.

5) Global consistency: The perturbation-based approach is
actually seeking a kind of local consistency: samples that
are close in input space (due to perturbation) should also
be close in output space. However, a more important idea is
global consistency: samples forming an underlying structure
should have similar predictions [334]. To better utilize global
consistency, the traditional graph-based SSL is combined with
deep learning [130], by dynamically creating a graph in the
latent space in each iteration batch to model data manifold,
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and then regularizing with the manifold for a more favorable
state of class separation. Another interesting approach of
learning by association [98] considers global consistency from
a different perspective: imagine a walker from labeled data
to unlabeled data according to the similarity calculated from
latent representation, and then the walker will go back from
unlabeled data to labeled data. Correct walks that start and
end at the same class are encouraged, and wrong walks that
end at a different class are penalized. The cycle-consistent
association from labeled data to unlabeled ones and back can
be efficiently modeled using transition probabilities [98], and
therefore is an effective strategy to pursue global consistency
in SSL.

6) Discussion: In SSL, the massive unlabeled data and
the scarce labeled data reveal the underlying manifold of
the entire dataset, and by letting the predictions for all sam-
ples to be smooth on the manifold, more accurate decision
boundary can be obtained compared to purely supervised
learning. Reconstruction-based methods can learn a better
representation from unlabeled data, while pseudo labels can be
used for iterative training on unlabeled data. Recently, a new
trend is using GAN to model the distribution of labeled and
unlabeled data for SSL. Moreover, perturbation-based methods
utilize the randomness in deep neural network to seek local
consistency on unlabeled data, and how to effectively consider
global consistency in deep learning based SSL still needs more
exploration.

D. Few-shot and Zero-shot Learning

In human intelligence, we can instantly learn a novel
concept by observing only a few examples from a particular
class. However, the state-of-the-art approaches in machine
intelligence are usually highly data-hungry. This difference
has inspired an important research topic of few-shot learning
(FSL) [152]. In FSL, we have a many-shot dataset M and
few-shot dataset F (usually k-shot n-way: k labeled samples
for each of the n classes, and k is small like 1 or 5). The
samples in M have disjoint label space with F . The purpose
of FSL is to extract transferrable knowledge from M to help
us perform better on F , as illustrated in Fig. 11.

1) Metric learning: Under the principle that test and train-
ing conditions must match, the episode based training [292] is
used to mimic the k-shot n-way setting. Specifically, in each
training iteration, an episode is formed by randomly selecting
n classes with k samples per class from M to act as the
support set S = {(xi, yi)}kni=1, and meanwhile a fraction of
the remainder samples from those n classes are selected as the
query set. This support/query split is designed to simulate the
real application situation on F . The purpose now is to define
the probability P (y|x,S). Although the underlying classes are
different between M and F , the learned P (y|x,S) is hoped
to be transferable between them, which can be viewed as
a point-to-set metric. For example, in [292], a deep neural
network embedded space is learned to calculate such a metric.
To learn a better embedding (or metric), a memory module can
be used [29] to explicitly encode the whole support set S into
memory for defining P . Moreover, different criteria can be
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Figure 11. From many-shot to few-shot and zero-shot learning.

used to learn the metric like the mean square error [266] and
the ranking loss [279]. Since each support set S is designed to
be few-shot, the metric learned in this way can be transferred
to unseen categories which also have few examples.

2) Learning to learn (meta-learning): The learning to learn
or meta-learning is to train another learner at a higher level
for guiding the original learner. In [302], the meta-learner
is defined as the transformation from the model parameters
learned from few samples to the model parameters learned
from large enough samples, which can be viewed as a model-
model regression. Another approach [145] instead uses the
sample-model regression as the meta-learner by transforming
each single sample directly to the classifier parameters. Denote
original model as ϕ(x;W ) where W represents the parameters
to be learned, instead of learning W directly, a meta-learner
ω(x;W ′) is used in [16] to map x to W . Now, the model
becomes ϕ(x;ω(x;W ′)) and the task is changed to learn W ′.
The meta-learner ω(x;W ′) can be used to predict any param-
eters of another network ϕ like linear layers or convolutional
layers [16], and once learned, the parameters for any novel
category can be predicted by a simple forward pass. Besides
predicting parameters, other meta-learning methods such as
learning the optimization algorithm [226] or initialization [70]
can also be used for FSL. Since the tasks considered in meta-
learning is category-agnostic, they can be well transferred to
new few-shot categories.

3) Learning with imagination: Another explanation for the
FSL ability of humans is that we can easily visualize or
imagine what novel objects should look like from different
views although we only see very few examples. This has
inspired the learning with imagination to produce additional
training examples. As pointed out by [103], the challenge of
FSL is that the few examples can only capture very little of the
category’s intra-class variation. To solve this, we can use the
many-shot dataset M to learn the intra-class transformations
of samples and then augment the samples in F along these
transformations [103]. In another work [301], a hallucinator is
trained by taking a single example of a category and producing
other examples to expand the training set. The hallucinator is
trained jointly with the classification model, and the goal is
to help the algorithm to learn a better classifier [301], which
is different from other data generation model like GAN [87]
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Table III
EVALUATION METRIC AND REPRESENTATIVE PERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT ROBUSTNESS ISSUES IN PATTERN RECOGNITION.

Open-world Evaluation Metric Representative Performance

Section IV-A
Classification accuracy: the ratio of number of correctly clas-
sified patterns to the total number of patterns, evaluated on a
test dataset different from the training dataset.

On a benchmark 1000-class ImageNet [122] dataset, human-
level accuracy is 94.9% (top-5), and ResNet [107] could achieve
96.43% accuracy. On a smaller 10-class MNIST [158] dataset,
it is common to achieve more than 99% accuracy (top-1).

Section IV-B
Rejection performance: a threshold is used to distinguish nor-
mal and abnormal patterns, and to evaluate overall performance,
threshold-independent metric is used like area under curve.

To detect notMNIST from MNIST [109], the AUROC (area
under receiver operating characteristic curve) is 85% and AUPR
(area under precision-recall curve) is 86%.

Section IV-C
Adversarial robustness: Let 4(x, f) = minη ‖η‖2 subject
to f(x + η) 6= f(x), the robustness of classifier f [193] is
ρ(f) = Ex

4(x,f)
‖x‖2

where Ex is expectation over data.

On ILSVRC the adversarial robustness [193] is 2.7 × 10−3

for CaffeNet and 1.9 × 10−3 for GoogLeNet, indicating that:
a perturbation with 1/1000 magnitude as the original image is
sufficient to fool state-of-the-art deep neural networks.

Section IV-D Class-incremental capacity: the changing trend of classification
accuracy as the number of classes increased.

On ILSVRC as the number of classes incremented from 100 to
1000, the accuracy is reduced from about 90% to 45% [227].

Non-iid Evaluation Metric Representative Performance

Section V-A Contextual learning ability: the performance improvement
caused by learning from a group of interdependent patterns.

By integrating geometric and linguistic contexts, [298] improved
the correct rate of handwritten Chinese text recognition from
69% to 91%.

Section V-B
Adaptability and transferability: the performance of adaptation
and transfer between different (i.e., source and target) domains
which have different data distributions.

Through writer adaptation with style transfer mapping, [327]
achieved more than 30% error reduction rate on a large scale
handwriting recognition database CASIA-OLHWDB.

Section V-C Multi-task cooperation ability: the gain of considering multiple
tasks simultaneously compared to handling them independently.

The taskonomy [316] reduced the number of labeled samples
needed for solving 10 tasks by roughly 2

3
(compared to training

independently) while keeping the performance nearly the same.

Section V-D Multi-modal fusion ability: the boost of performance by utiliz-
ing the complementary information in different modalities.

By fusing multiple modalities at several spatial and temporal
scales, [199] won the first place out of 17 teams on the ChaLearn
2014 “looking at people challenge gesture recognition track”.

Noisy Small Data Evaluation Metric Representative Performance

Section VI-A Noisy data tolerance: the stability of classification performance
when the training data contain a certain percentage of noises.

On CIFAR10, with clean data the accuracy is 93%, when 30%
of the data are noisy, the accuracy is deteriorated to 72%, and
a noise-robust model [271] can recover the accuracy to 91%.

Section VI-B Self-supervised capability: performance of learning from purely
unlabeled data under some self-supervised mechanisms.

Using instance discrimination as the self-supervision, the unsu-
pervised MoCo [106] outperformed its supervised pre-training
counterpart in 7 vision tasks on many datasets.

Section VI-C Semi-supervised capability: performance of joint learning from
massive unlabeled data and scarce labeled data.

On ImageNet, the accuracy of supervised learning (100% la-
beled data) is 96%, a semi-supervised model [272] (10% labeled
and 90% unlabeled data) could achieve 91% accuracy.

Section VI-D Few-shot generalization: knowledge transfer ability from learn-
ing of old classes to new classes with few or even zero data.

On miniImageNet [256] with 5-class, the 1-shot (one sample
per class) accuracy is 49% and the 5-shot accuracy is 68%.
On CUB [256] with 50-class, the 0-shot (no sample but side
information of attribute is available) accuracy is 55%.

whose goal is to generate realistic examples. Actually, the
effectiveness of learning with imagination comes from the
recovery of the intra-class variation missed in FSL.

4) Zero-shot learning: An extreme case of FSL is zero-
shot learning (ZSL) [305] where there is no example for the
novel categories. In this case, some side information is needed
to transfer the knowledge from previously learned categories
to novel categories (Fig. 11), including attributes [154], class
names [2], word vector [75], text description [220], and so on.
In attribute-based ZSL [154], attributes are typically nameable
properties that are present or not for a certain category. In
this way, multiple binary attribute-specific classifiers can be
trained independently. After that, for a new class, training
samples are no longer required, we only need the attribute
associations for this class, and a test sample can be effectively
classified by checking its predicted attributes. Besides user-

defined attributes, learning the latent attributes [214] and
the class-attribute associations [2] can further improve per-
formance. A more general approach for ZSL suitable for
different side information is embedding based approach [1],
where two embedding networks are learned for both samples
and side information, and the similarity between them are
measured using Euclidean, cosine, or manifold distance [77].
In the embedded space, nearest neighbor search (cross-modal
match) can then be efficiently used for ZSL. The last approach
for ZSL is synthesizing class-specific samples conditioned
on their side information for unseen classes [176], which
can be implemented in various ways like: data generation
at feature-level [306] or sample-level [290], using variational
auto-encoder [290] or generative adversarial network [340],
conditioned on attributes [176] or text descriptions [340], and
so on.
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5) Discussion: Building a good model totally from scratch
with a small number of observations is difficult, and actually,
the FSL abilities of human beings are based on our abundant
prior experiences of dealing with related tasks. Therefore,
as pointed out by [68]: the key insight for FSL is that the
categories we have already learned can give us information
that helps us to learn new categories with fewer examples.
Therefore, FSL can be viewed as cross-class transfer learning.
Moreover, humans are good at ZSL because we have other
knowledge sources (like book and Internet) from which we
can infer what a new category looks like. Therefore, ZSL is
more like cross-modal learning (Section V-D). Although many
approaches have been proposed in the literature, few-shot and
zero-shot learning are still urgently needed skills for machine
intelligence.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper considers the robustness of pattern recognition
from the perspective of three basic assumptions, which are
reasonable in controlled laboratory environments for pursuing
high accuracies, however, will become unstable and unreliable
in real-life applications. To improve robustness, we present a
comprehensive literature review of the approaches trying to
break these assumptions:
• For breaking closed-world assumption, we partition the

open-space into four components: the known known
corresponding to the empirical risk, the known unknown
corresponding to the outlier risk, the unknown known
corresponding to the adversarial risk, and the unknown
unknown corresponding to the open class risk.

• For breaking independent and identically distributed as-
sumption, we first discuss the problems in learning with
interdependent data, then review recent advances in do-
main adaptation and transfer learning, and finally analyse
the multi-task and multi-modal learning for increasing the
diversity on both output and input of the system.

• For breaking clean and big data assumption, we first
introduce supervised learning with noisy data, then re-
view un/self-supervised and semi-supervised learning to
learn from unlabeled data and surrogate supervision, and
lastly discuss few-shot and zero-shot learning to transfer
knowledge from big-data to small-data.

With the above approaches, we can improve the robustness
of a pattern recognition system by: growing continuously with
changing concepts in open world, adapting smoothly with
changing environments under non-identical conditions, and
learning stably with changing resources under different data
quality and quantity. Actually, these are fundamental issues
in robust pattern recognition, because these changing factors
will usually greatly affect the stability of final performance in
practice. Furthermore, in continuous use of a pattern recogni-
tion system, other than being a static model, how to make it
evolvable during lifelong learning [215], [210] or never-ending
learning [189] is an important step towards real intelligence.
Through breaking the three basic assumptions, we can actually
eliminate the main obstacles in reaching this goal.

Unlike the traditional closed-world classification which is
usually evaluated by accuracy, how to evaluate the recognition

performance in open and changing environments is a big issue.
Besides accuracy, other evaluation measurements reflecting
the ability in dealing with the changing factors are more
important. As shown in Table III, when considering many
other evaluation metrics (different from the classification accu-
racy), it is obvious that pattern recognition is far from solved.
Moreover, in the research community, different tasks are
usually evaluated with different metrics and databases. How
to build a general benchmark for evaluating the robustness by
integrating different metrics together is an important future
task for pattern recognition.

Different from the widely-used empirical risk minimization,
theoretical analysis to unify different open-world risks will
become the foundation for future classifier design. A future
pattern recognition system should acquire complementary in-
formation from interdependent data in different modalities and
boost itself through the cooperation of multiple tasks by adap-
tively learning from a few labeled, unlabeled or noisy data.
Although many attempts have been proposed in the literature,
most of them try to solve a single problem from a single
perspective. However, the three basic assumptions are actually
related, and through joint consideration many new research
problems can be raised, such as open-world domain adapta-
tion [28], open-world semi-supervised learning [203], cross-
modal domain adaptation [113], multi-task self-supervised
learning [58], few-shot domain adaptation [194], and so on.
Future research of a unified framework to deal with the open-
world, non-i.i.d., noisy and small data issues simultaneously
is the ultimate goal of robust pattern recognition.

Besides the robustness issues, many other problems are
also important for pattern recognition. For example, the in-
terpretability [191] of the model: besides high accuracy, the
system also needs to explain why such a prediction is made,
for increasing our confidence and safety in trusting the result.
Some traditional classifiers like decision tree and logistic
regression are interpretable, but how to make other models
especially black-box deep neural networks explainable [333]
is an important task. Another important issue is computational
efficiency [101]. Besides big data, strong computing power
is also a key for the success of modern pattern recognition
technologies. In order to widen the application scope and
also reduce resource consumption, the compression and ac-
celeration of pattern recognition models are of great values
for practical applications. Since pattern recognition can be
viewed as the simulation of human brain perception ability
which enables machine to recognize objects or events in
sensing data, how to effectively learn from neuroscience for
developing brain-inspired [217], biologically-plausible [15] or
psychophysics-driven [232] pattern recognition models is an
inspiring future direction. With more attentions and efforts
paid to these important issues in pattern recognition, the gap
between human intelligence and machine intelligence can be
narrowed in the foreseeable future.

APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND REFERENCES

• Pattern Recognition [198] [76] [125] [78] [63] [20]
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• Deep Learning [157] [86] [247]
• Outlier Detection [112]
• Adversarial Example [67]
• Open Set Recognition [246]
• Class-incremental Learning [227]
• Contextual Learning [102]
• Domain Adaptation [121]
• Transfer Learning [206]
• Multi-task Learning [32]
• Multi-modal Learning [9]
• Learning with Noise [72]
• Representation Learning [13]
• Self-supervised Learning [142]
• Semi-supervised Learning [36]
• Few-shot Learning [68]
• Zero-shot Learning [305]
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